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1. Introduction

ABSTRACT

The density profile ana the interfacial tension of two

classical plasmas in equilibrium at different densities are eval-

uated in the square-deneity-gradient approximation. For equilibrium

in the absence of applied external voltage, the profile is oscilla-

tory in the higher-density plasma and the interfacial tension is

positive! The amplitude ana phase of fchese oscillations and the

magnitude of the interfacial tension are related to the width of

the background profiled Approximate representations of the equil-

ibrium profile by matching of i t s asymptotic forms are analyzed.

A comparison with computer simulation data and a critical discus-

sion of a local-density theory are also presented.

The one-component classical, plasma of point-liie charged

particles on a rigid neutralizing background (OCP) is th« simplest

model for classical fluids with Coulomb forces^ The tiulk. properties

of this model fluid have been intensively studied botlt by compute

simulation techniques and Toy integral equations methods^' Increasing

attention has been given recently " to its surface properties!

Two classes of problems are of interest in this connection, namely

(a) the behaviour of the OCP near a charged wall and (t>) thft

equilibrium of two OCP systems at different densities. A serai-

infinite OCP whose particles are confined by the attraction of

the background acting as a soft wall, with the boundary condition

that the particle density should vanish at infinity,, ia a special

case of (b). These two types of situation may be viewed as ideal-

izations of a fluid of charged particles in the presence- of a

polarizable electrode and of a reversible electrode, respectively

While the model thus has some relevance for the tfoaury* o£ electrified

interfaces in electrochemistry and for the theory of the surface

tension of electrified liquids, it is of course too primitive to

serve for mpre than qualitative indications.

We present in this paper a series of calculatiflna. for the

two-system equilibrium problem in the case of a planar Interfaced

The calculations are based on the use of the sajuajre-density-gradient

approximation for the evaluation of the interracial density profile

and involve the use of the mean spherical approximation (ttSA) in

the estimation of bulk correlation functions! It is convenient in

the present context to refer to the bulk OCP as being in a 'vapour1

phase or in a 'liquid* phase depending on wh.eth.ar its density is

below or above the critical density at which the density derivative

W / * S ) m
 o f t h e chemical potential of the particles vanishes. In

terms of the usual plasma coupling parameter 1 = » /(afc^T), where

a =

to r
)

; 1 and to

, the vapour phase'and the liquid phase correspond

p respectively, where L S 3 from the equation
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tJf state derived from computer simulation resultsi Our previous

discussion based on asymptotic behaviours showed that, at least

in the KSA, the free surface density profile is oscillatory in

the liquid at all densities and in the vapour at densities suffi-

ciently close to the critical density, k local-density theory
5

yields only monotonic profiles and becomes inapplicable as thE
coupling strength increases.

After a discussion of the essential equations and of the

method adopted for their solution, we consider in the following

three distinct cases:

(i) the equilibrium between a liquid phase and a vapour phase

of the OOP in the absence of external potentials, with the purpose

of determining the free surface density profile and the corresponding

surface tension;

(ii) the equilibrium of a liquid phase with a low-density vapour

phase under an external potential, a case which allows contact with

computer simulation results and thus a test of the theoretical

approach;

(ii i) ' the equilibrium of two vapour phases under an external

potential, with the purpose of assessing the reliability of local-

density theories such as the Debye-Mckel theory and i t s refine-

ments in the density region where such theories are applicable.

2~. Equilibrium conditions and interfacial tension

Let ? and ? ( <J ?• ^ ) be the densities of the two bulk OCP

systems at temperature T, whose equilibrium we wish to determine.

!ttie system is-then described by a background -density profile ^ ( x !

given by

-3-

and.by a particle density profile ^(x) which satisfies the

asymptotic conditions lim ^(x) =P and lim ^(x) = ? , as well

ae the electric neutrality condition
to

= o. (2)

.This implies that the electric field E(x) vanishes for x~»±oo .

The other quantity describing the system is the electric potential

cp(x), selfconsistently related to the charge density f (x) =?(x)-f

by the Poisson equation^ This yields

[
having chosen {-«) = ol

The macroscopic equilibrium conditions, for continuous

profiles of particle density and of electric field, 4

(4)

and

TtfO -

Here (j(^) and P(^) are the chemical potential and the themal

pressure -CdF/frV)T of the homogeneous OCP at density ^ , tf (») is

the external voltage applied to the system and <f(0) is the electric

potential at the discontinuity in the background density! Given

the external potential f(«) and the density £ , say, these equa-

tions determine ^ as well as <f(0) when (A(f) and P(^) are evaluated

from the bulk equation of statel In the case <f(o°) = 0, for instance,

f( and ^ must be chasen according to eon (4) on the liquid-vapour

coexistence curve and the charge density must "be distributed so

that the selfconsistent value of <p(0) balances the pressure dif-

ference according to eqn {$)'. This is the case of a "free surface1

that we shall discuss in section 5i In the case ?t"*0T on the

trther hand, cpfro) mist diverge logarithmically since -t?(?)

aiverges logarithmically for ?-"0s this leads to lim 9 (x) «* x"2

in this case. I t will be convenient for our purposes to consider

in sections 4 and 5 caBes where f is small but finite!



macroscopic equilibrium conditions njcwrt be supplemented

with microscopic equilibrium conditions for the determination of

the density profile >̂(x) and of the potential cp<x)l These follow

from minimizing the free energy of the system as a functional of

?(x) under the constraint (2)^ The Helnholtz free energy density

^V(x) at point x takes in the Bouare-density-gradient approximation

the form

Here 4>(§{x)) is the free energy density of the bulk OOP calculated

at the local density ^(x) ana A(̂ >(x)) is given by

where c(r;$) is the bulk Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation

function at density ^ . The microscopic equilibrium condition

then has the explicit form

where (4(?(x)) is the bulk chemical potential calculated at the

local density. A first integral of this equation can be obtained

separately over the ranges x<0 and x>0, with the results

these being consistent with each other for x->0 if eqn (5) is

satisfied. Finally the interfacial tension tf is given by

o1 - \ ** [*VW - *HW H-*) - +(.?J >w] do)

and from eqns (6) and (9) one obtains

i1- (ID= - 4 J
Iioeal-denaity theories yield only the first term in tills expres-

sion and therefore can only lead to negative values fcr al W*

shall see however that the affect of the density gradient tsrm

is a major onei
-5

Equation (8) must be solved«-in conjunction with eqn (3) for

cp(x). The potential depends of course on the whole profile of

eharge density rather than only on i t s local value, as i s the

case for the other terms in eqn (8)1 It i s clear that this non-

locality introduced by the long range Coulomb interaction effec-

tively makes eqn (8) equivalent to a fourth-order differential

equation for ?(x). An efficient method af numerical solution has

been developed and is described in some detail in Appendix ki. We

also notice that the equare-density-gradient approximation becomes

exact in the limits x-»ieo, where ?0(x) is gradually vanishing!

The corresponding asymptotic forms of the density profile are

also recorded in Appendix A and will be used later in £ discussion

of the results.

In the calculations reported in the following sections v;e have

taken •}•(?) and i t s derivatives |U?) and P(y) firm the analytic

equation of state of the OCP obtained from conrputer sinulation

results for I ? \', We have instead estinated c(ry^) in ecn (7)
Q 1 0 »

from the MSA ' . We vri.sh to recall that the ESA free energy gives

a good account of the equation of state of the OOP,

3, Ii>-uid~v^oour

We report in this section the results for the c?se <p(oo) = 0,

when the two background densities are taken on the liouid-vapour

coexistence curve ^(f<) = t*(ft)» "he lowest vdue chosen for ^

corresponds to T » 1 ana V » 6^88, i'.e", %/f^ • 32 6̂  The

unit of length i s taken as a0 •=, e2/kT,T and & is given in unite
5 °

of ' -

-6-



A set of •resalt'e :ft>r the ertiiiitsriuia denaity profile i s

reported in figure 1.1 I t ±e clear that" 'fcheVpartifcî  density tends

to follow closely the background density bat does so by going

through a peak "before the discontinuity in P, (x) is reached!

Further oscillations in f(x) towards the bulk liquid "become clearl;.*

Visible as the ratio ?(/ft incre?,ses. The corresponding surface

tension, reported in figure 2, ir. positive and monotonically

increasing- rath ^i/9% •

She behaviour of ^(x) that we have just seen is closely related

to the discontinuity in ?. (x), as we illustrate in figure 3 by

displaying the effect of smoothing the discontinuity into &

linear variation of f̂ Cx) fror. ^ to f̂  over a range dic = :C^4aoi. The

particle density continues to follow closely the background density

with e progressive decrep.se of the peak height. This "behaviour

is in qualitative agreement vTith Jlonte Carlo results of Badisli
7-et si . The value of ff, after e "brief init ial increase, decreases

nonotonically with increasing &.»

Returning nov; to the results of figures 1 and 2, i t i s of

interest to ask how well can these "be reproduced if one approx-

imately represents f (x) t>y using i t s asymptotic forms over the

whole ran^e of X. As we recall in Appendix At these ferns are

determined by the v.-lues of (&f*A?)m s^d Of A(̂ ) for the two bulk

phases but involve also fo\ir VLniaiovm constants. We have explored

a variety of possibilities for the determination of these four

constants by matching^ The res-alts of this analysis are reported

in table 1 for Yrtwrtjconeerne -the vstly.es :p-f.:Jf(xD at; .selected points

along the profile ana the values x>f «* V;2hejip3iti«is of th.e peaks

and valleys joftiiE pro£O.E are elm *e3i;3a!jaspasiCB4^ *he two

matching procedures TfliatThw now

Three conditions are essential in matching, namely the

continuity of f(x) at x = 0, the elcctroneutrality condition (2),

and the preservation of the value of the total dipole moment,

which is simply related to f(») by eo_n OK The fourth condition

can be alternatively chosen as the continuity of ^f(x) at I = 0

or the preservation of the value of ?(0)i The latter is particul-

arly interesting, because in the ca.se of confinement by a charged

hard wall the contact value of the density is exactly knovoi11'

from a mechanical equilibrium condition in terms of the surface

charge density, the potential drop, and the bulk pressure. In

the present case of two-systems equilibrium, however, mechanical

equilibrium at the background discontinuity involves also a

correlation term between particles on opposite sides of the

discontinuity, in addition to the terms entering the relation
12

given by Totsuji for confinement by a charged hard wall.

Finally, it is also worth noticing that the values of cr can

be aDproximately reproduced by the expression
" t

«t \ -V (12)

A justification of this approximate relation, which is also i l lus-

trated in table 1, i s given in Appendix Bl

4. An a-oproxinate test against t'onte Carlo data

7
Badiali et_ al have recently reported Konte Carlo data for

the ionic density profile in the case where

the background density jumps discontinuously froa a finite value

to zero'. We report their results for l = 10 in figure 4 together

with the results obtained by our method for the case L,. = 10,

1 = l l Tttis lat ter choice is convenient because i t s t i l l



allows ua to U3e the known bulk «quation of state for

while the corresponding density is so small ( ?t = 10 ? ) that

i t can be considered as 2ero for the present purpose of comparison

of the theory with numerical datai.

The comparison can be considered satisfactory in the sense

that the qualitative features of the profile are reproduced and

semiquantitative agreement is achieved. The quantitative discre-

pancies are of the same type as found in other applications of
10 ?

the MSA to "both "bulk and surface properties of the OCP, naraely

the state of short—range ordering of the fluid tends to be under-

estimatedi There i s , in particular, no evidence from figure 4

that the square-dettsi.ty-gradient approximation is introducing

gross errors in our calculations, in spite of the very rapid drop

of ^(x) across the "background discontinuity^ This is not the case

for local theories of the interface, as we proceed to illustrate

Del owl

5. Test of loBal density theory

As discussed previously, local density theories 'beyond the

simple Debye-HQckel (or Gouy-Chapman) theory can he applied to

the OCP only below the critical point I ~ 3. Our last set of

calculations thus concerns the equilibrium between a vapour phase

at a density ^ corresponding to 1 = 1 and another vapour phase

with progressively increasing values of " <• 1*̂. »

The essential results are summarized in table 2, which

compares results of the square-density-gradient approximation

nith those obtained by setting A(^) = Ol The gross features of

the density profile are well reproduced by the local-density

•theory, an illustration being given in the table for the surface

-9-

thickness 1 . The souare-gradient term in eqn (ll) for <r ,however,

decreases or in absolute magnitude by roughly a factor 3. Errors

of a similar magnitude -are indicated for a Debye-HUekel approach

at these coupling strengths.

6. Conclusion

We have seen that the density profile in the surface region

of a dense classical plasma confined by a discontinuity in the

background profile has a damped oscillatory character. The amplitude

of the oscillations increases rapidly with the coupling strength,

corresponding to a progressively increasing layering of the plasma

in the surface region. While the periodicity of this layered

surface structure is asymptotically determined by the bulk pro-

perties of the plas~af its amplitude and phase are directly

related to the profile of the neutralizing background.

In particular we have demonstrated that (s) the amplitude of

the surface density oscillations decreases as the width of the

background profile is increased, and their phase is shifted as

the plasma adjusts itself to follow closely this profile, and

(b) the value ^{0) of the density-at the background discontinuity,

vhich is determined-by a mechanical equilibrium condition, is a

crucial property of the profile.

Confidence in these qualitative results of the theory has

been gained by establishing contact with computer simulation data

in a special case.
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Appendix A. Asymptotic form and numerical evaluation of the-density

profile

In the limits x -*±oo , and excluding the anomalous case

^ = 0 already mentioned in section 2, eqns (3) and (8) yield

upon linearization

.[gif-^Ar \,
where the right-hand aide is to be, evaluated at density ? for

x-»-» and at density ^ for x -»+» ', The radicand in this equation

vanishes, at least in the MSA, at a Critical value of the plasms

parameter ( I , say). The asymptotic solutions thus have a mono-

tonic exponential decay for F< [̂  ,

but an exponentially damped oscillatory behaviour for

In these eouations the parameters 7l+and ~h_ (or "?t( and "̂ ^ ) are

easily determined with their proper signs by means of eon (A. l)

from bulk properties of the OCP, while a and a (or a and 4> )

are unknown integration constants, to be determined by Hatching

in the interfacial region. The MSA estimate for f is f ~ 1^88.

c c

In the numerical integration of eqn (8) we have found i t

expedient to integrate i t first for a system of finite extent

(-Li x4 l ) under the boundary conditions ^'(±L) = 0 and E(±I) = 0,

which also imply ^ ' " ( t L ) = 0". The solution is thus sought in

the form

and a firat determination of the coefficients b i s achieved by

satisfying eqn (8) at If uniformly distributed points in the

interval -L &x *L^ This method tannot be brought to very high

-li-

accuraey since on increasing N the difference between the two

sides of eqn (8) ( £(x;bx,..', ,bN) say) tends to oscillate rather

than to vanish uniformly as a function of xl However this first

solution is useful as a starting point for a refined determination

of the coefficients b • based on imposing that the integral
fu T. n

Jdx £.(x;b l f;;;,bH) be a minimum. Typical values of N ri 100 and

L £i 2a0 are sufficient to achieve a very accurate deterroir.ation

of the profile, in the interfacial region, joining onto the asymp-

totic forms.

Appendix B. Approximate relation between surface tension pjid elec-

trostat ic energy

Following the work of Bhatia and March on monatomic fluids,

we expand YCsC*)) i n e c! n (6) • around the bulk density f; { f; = f,

for x <Ot ? =?x for x> 0):

Upon substitution into eqn (6) and use of the lat ter in eqn (10)

we find for the case Cf(oo) = 0,

1^1 i - 2 )

Using now eqn ( l l ) to eliminate the term involving A{f(x)) we

obtain

cj- = -L \ A* E-V) t ••• (3l3)

ait I

Inclusion of terms involving powers of %QM leads to poorer

results for <s if truncated at the quadratic term.

-12-
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Propertlca of the density tiro file and surface tenelon *

3.38

3.8T

P(O)/P.

O.TTO 0.771 0.770

0.559 0.565

0.>i32 0. Ul»5

0.559

0.1432

D p / p l

1.020 1.019 1.019

1.05U 1.0l*5 LOW

1.093 1.071 1.07U

0.558 0.558 0.557

0.229 0.2S6 0.227

0.0658 o .oaiS o.

0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 (0.0125)

O.0851*

0.269

O.O8!»3

0.257

0.0853 (0.0809)

0.267 (0.236)

p and p_ are the values of p(x) at the first peak for x < 0 and at the first minimum for x > 0 . For each

property the results of the full calculation, given in the first column, are compared with the results obtained by representing

p(x) through Its asymptotic forms, matched as discussed in the text and Imposing continuity of o'ix) at x • 0 „ (second

H column) or fitting p(0) (third column). Values of a in parentesis are obtained from Eq.(l2).



Table 2. Teat of local<-density theory

1.2

I/a
P

r l28 i!-28

i;<>8 i;o8

Ol7O OL.70

<*<

-0^0068

-6:0352

-0.101

-O;oi77

-0.0977

-0:306

For each quantity the resul ts of the square-gradient approxim-
ation (f i rs t column) are compared vdth those obtained with A(^) = 0
(second column).

Figure captions

Figure I*. Density profile ?{x) versus x / a
0 for various two-system

equilibrium situations! The vert ical scale has been chosen in the
various cases so as to superpose the background densities for x < 0 ,
and each case i s marked on the right by i t s value of f 1 The four

vap
cases correspond to : (i) f . = 6^88, ^ v a = 1 ! f*1) "^ = 4*84,

IIS; ( i i i ) r i±qB ziBli rvap= 2U; and (iv)

Figure 2^ Interfacial tension of the OOP versus ^ /fa I

Figure 3I Density profile ?(x) of the OCP versus x/a0 at 1 = 4*01,
L = 2l3 for the case of a discontinuous background {curve 1) and

of a background profile with a width 0 = o!i4ao (curve 2).

Figure -A'. Density profile <j(x) of the OCP at 1 = 10 versus x/a0 ,
from Monte Carlo results of B^diali «t al (broken curve) and from
the present theory (full curve)'.
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